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Motivation - efficient coding and generative models

• Natural signals are: Highly structured, Predictable, Redundant

• Barlow’s efficient coding hypothesis: sensory processing removes statistical
redundancy or increases independence between neural responses to
natural stimuli.

• ‘Derive’ models of sensory processing from the statistics of natural signals:
sequential removal of higher order statistical dependencies-PCA, ICA, GSMs...

• A complementary idea is that of generative modeling.

• Extraction of higher order statistical structure in the inputs into latent variables
- extract causes - that form a computationally useful representation

• Has a different flavour: Build a generative model in a top down manner and
then learn the parameters and invert it.



ICA and Sparse Coding

• Two motivations:

– Redundancy reduction (Bell and Sejnowski, 1996; Olshausen and Field, 1996)
– Latent variable modeling (Pearlmutter, 1999 and Mackay, 1999)

ICA Generative model

P (x) =
I∏
i=1

P (xi) (1)

P (xi) = sparse (2)

P (y|x) = δ(Gx− y) (3)

Sparse Coding Generative model

P (x) =
I∏
i=1

P (xi) (4)

P (xi) = sparse (5)

P (y|x) = Norm(Gx, σ2I)(6)

• Typical choices for P (xi) are:

– 1/cosh (Bell), Cauchy (Olshausen), Biexponential, Student T (Osindero)



Comparison ICA and Sparse Coding

ICA Sparse Coding
Generative model Linear Linear
Recognition: complete Linear Non-Linear
Recognition: over-complete Non-Linear Non-Linear
Learning: complete integrate out the latents

and differentiate wrt G
for gradient ascent

Often via zero
temperature EM
(variational EM with
Q(X) = δ(X −XMAP )
- more later)

Learning: over-complete various methods: eg.
variational EM ...

zero-temperature EM

“Recognition” means: the process of generating the posterior distribution of the
latents given the inputs P (x|y).



An important distinction: Projective vs Receptive Fields

• The probabilistic mapping from latents to observations is linear in these models.

• It is specified by the projective (or generative) weights G

• The probabilistic mapping from observations to the latents is non-linear (except
for complete ICA)

• Remember: we believe neurons represent some aspect (mean, mode, width...)
of the recognition distribution.

• Receptive field = a linear approximation to the mapping from input to
the mode of P (x|y)

• As with neurons, can be derived by reverse correlation: show the recognition
model stimuli, and regress against the mode of the posterior.



Projective fields: 144, 12 by 12 filters filters from ICA

Generative weights - columns of G - (projective fields) look like Gabors (or multi-
scale wavelets) (no noise, so some directions are meaningless)



Projective fields: 200, 12 by 12 filters from sparse coding
Again Gabor like - local stationarity of natural scene statistics?

• Receptive fields look Gabor like but the exact receptive fields depend on whether
you use dots, bars, gratings etc... due to the non-linearity.

• However you need to preprocess (log pixel intensities, pre-whiten, low pass-
filter) to get biologically reasonable results.



Are the “independent components” really independent?

• It seems very unlikely that natural scenes could be explained by such low level
causes.

• The statistics of “Local Edges” are likely to contain correlations (for instance,
they are part of higher level objects).

• A hierachical model seems intuitively more appropriate - with object like things
at the top.

• Although the latents are biased towards independence by the prior, the causes
extracted by ICA are not independent...



Statistics of linear filter responses, Simoncelli et al 1999

stimulus → 2 linear filters → output

Stimulus: Image or sound

Filter pair: Steerable pyramid shifted and rotated or Gammatone with different carrier frequencies



Statistics of linear filter responses, 2



Statistics of linear filter responses, 3

Conditional histograms. Vertical cross-sections are not identical. Top: Previous filter pairs with

different images. The dependency is strong for natural stimuli but weak for white noise. Bottom:

Fixed stimulus, different filters. The strength of the dependence depends on the filter pair.



Statistics of linear filter responses, 4
Vertical slices of the conditional histogram. Differing widths indicate the dependency. The

distributions appear to be heavy tailed (non-Gaussian)



Implicit, slippery motivations behind all this work

• What precisely are these histograms telling us? Let’s try and recreate the
unstated argument...

• We know our model is too simplistic and so we want to fix it up.

• But still want the first layer to resemble simple cells (which are quite linear) - so
fix the recognition distribution: P (x|y) = δ(x−Ry) (gave ok results for ICA)

• In the complete case, this fixes our generative distribution too, so all we now need
is a prior, chosen to match the statistics of images: P (x) =

∫
dyP (y)P (x|y)

• We have plenty of images (samples from P (y)), so we can approximate the
integral by sampling over image patches: P (x) ' 1

N

∑
y δ(x−Ry)

• What type of distributions would make a suitable prior, that captured the
features these histograms?



Gaussian Scale Mixtures (GSMs)

• x = λu [cf. product models, eg. Grimes and Rao, 2005]

– λ ≥ 0 a scalar random variable
– u ∼ G(0, Q)
– λ and u are independent

• density of these semi-parametric models can be expressed as an integral:

P (x) =

Z
P (x|λ)P (λ)dλ =

Z
|2πλ2

Q|−1/2
exp

 
−

xTQ−1x
2λ2

!
ψ(λ)dλ (7)

• One example is the MOG model [ψ(λ) is discrete, components all 0 mean]

• Another is ψ(λ) =Gamma, [marginals are student T distributed]

• Yet another is ψ(λ) =log-normal



Implicit slippery motivations behind all this work

• So we’ve got a good prior for images, given that we want deterministic linear
recognition, in the complete case.

• But what happens if the recognition model is at all interesting, ie. not
deterministic, over-complete etc.?

• Then the generative distribution P (y|x) is unlikely to be linear.

• We should really form histograms of this, just as we did for the prior.

• Disregarding this wrinkle...



Learning a neighbourhood (Karklin and Lewicki 2003, 05, 06)

• The statistical dependencies between filters depends on their separation (in
space, scale, and orientation.)

• We’d like to learn these neighbourhoods of dependence (initial work fixed the
dependencies - Wainwright and Simoncelli, 2000)

• Solution: Share multipliers in a linear fashion

Hierarchical Generative model

P (z) = Norm(0, I) (8)

P (x|z, B) = Norm(0, exp[Hz]) (9)

P (y|G,x) = Norm(Gx, σ2I) (10)

Historical Note: Previously

K&L (2003) and others

fixed the lower part of

the generative model and

just optimised the prior -

we’d like to do both and

see whether both layers are

sensible.



Learning - variational EM recap 1

Approximate maximum-likelihood learning

logP (y|G,H) = log
∫
dxdzP (y, z,x|G,H) (11)

= log
∫
dxdzQ(x, z)

P (y, z,x|G,H)
Q(x, z)

(12)

≥
∫
dxdzQ(x, z) log

P (y, z,x|G,H)
Q(x, z)

(13)

F [Q(x, z), G,H] = 〈logP (y, z,x|G,H)〉Q +H[Q(x, z)] (14)

= logP (y|G,H)−KL[Q(x, z)||P (x, z|y, G,H)] (15)



Learning - variational EM recap 2

M-Step: Optimise F [Q(x, z), G,H] wrt G and H:

arg max
G,H

〈logP (y, z,x|G,H)〉Q (16)

E-Step: Then optimise F [Q(x, z), G,H] wrt Q:

arg min
Q

KL[Q(x, z)||P (x, z|y, G,H)] (17)

The result will be effected by the quality of the approximation, Q.



What approximating distribution should we use

• Make the simplest possible approximation to the posterior distribution over the
latents - a delta function (called zero temperature EM)

Q(x, z) = δ(x− x0)δ(z− z0) (18)

M-Step:
G = arg max

G
logP (y|xMP , G) (19)

H = arg max
H

logP (xMP |zMP ,H) (20)

E-Step:
[xMP , zMP ] = arg max

x0,z0

P (x0, z0|y, G,H) (21)

• Analytically intractable - have to use gradients for each step

• Have to introduce a prior distribution over B to stop the multipliers z shrinking to zero

• An obvious improvement to this work would be to use a more sophisticated variational distribution

(cf. Lewicki, Sejnowski, 2000ish)



Projective fields - columns of G



Receptive fields - from reverse correlation



Receptive fields - summary statistics

Sparse coding receptive fields tend to be: localised, one period of sinusoid, odd, high frequency.

Hierarchical model’s receptive fields: less smooth, wider range of spatial scales and phases. But

simple cells tend to have a uniform distribution of RFs over the same range - still not enough low

frequency receptive fields.



Multiplier fields - columns of H

Connection strengths as a function of TOP: The spatial location of the image basis functions they

multiply, BOTTOM: The orientation and spatial frequency. Connections to co-localised lower basis

functions.Oriented image structure and spatial contrast are separated.

Variance basis functions define contrast patterns in the variances of coefficients of the
lower-order representation; each non-zero value in z indicates a high-variance/low-variance

contrast between subsets of image basis function coefficients x. Cautious interpretation: z =
complex cell



Maximal coefficients and multipliers
The recognition model is applied to all overlapping patches contained in two images (top) and the

maximal MAP value for each latent (middle: arg maxxi xMP , bottom: arg maxzi zMP ) shown

for each position.



Possible future directions

• Improve the learning (better variational approximations)

• Videos: smoothness priors over time - (SFA Berkes et al)

• Opens the way to doing sounds properly and not just like images

• Adaptation (dynamic form of Schwartz and Simoncelli, 2001)

• Smoothness priors on the Hs - pin wheels etc. (soft topographic ICA,
Hyvarinen, 2001; Osindero et al 2005)
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A note on Jargon - zero temperature EM

In physics, the Boltzmann distribution describes the probability of a state being occupied. This

depends on the energy of the state, the temperature and the Boltzmann, in the following way:

P (x) =
1

Z
exp(−E(x)/KT ) (22)

Conventionally KT = 1 in machine learning, but we can introduce a temperature parameter:

β = 1/T (23)

Q(x, z, β) =
1

Z(β)
P (x, z|y,A,B)

β
(24)

T → 0 (25)

Q(x, z, β →∞) = δ(x− xMP )δ(y − yMP ) (26)



A note on divisive normalisation (Simoncelli, Schwartz, 1999)


